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New OneNote Companion iPad App Released to Improve Office on iPad 

Outline+, a new generation of the well-accepted app for syncing iPad with OneNote, is released with 

game-changing abilities to sync via Dropbox and edit notes. 

Las Vegas, NV, July 31, 2012 - US-based startup Gorillized Corporation introduces Outline+, a new iPad 

app that enables editing and syncing Microsoft OneNote files between PC and iPad. With the great 

distribution of OneNote in enterprises and colleges, its users demand full support for their OneNote files 

on iPad. Outline+ provides a powerful and familiar iPad replacement for OneNote users in the field or 

class room. 

According to the developer, main benefits of Outline+ are: 

1. Great user interface worked through to the tiniest detail. User interaction with text and notes 

structure is re-thought from touch perspective keeping the interface beautiful and photorealistic. All 

elements are optimized for Retina displays. 

2. Best support of OneNote features in iOS. Currently Outline+ understands even more formatting than 

Microsoft’s native iPad app. Notes and pages look exactly the same as they were created, with all 

layouts, formatting, links and images.  

3. Outline+ is made for real life by real people. The developers of Outline+ keep everything in OneNote 

and use their own app daily. Workflow and user interface are being polished by everyday use. 

4. Fast and human customer support. “Our customers is all we have and work for," says Alex Polezhaev, 

Gorillized Marketing Operations, "Right now our CEO and me are personally answering each email to 

make direct connection with our users.” 

Outline+ sees its goal as making mobile office on iPad usable. Experience with Microsoft applications for 

touch-devices shows that adaptation of desktop mouse-based interfaces is impossible. Rich and 

powerful OneNote editing capabilities have been reinvented from the scratch in Outline+. 

Outline+ is available on AppStore and has earned multiple 5-star reviews and very warm reception from 

its first customers. 

About Gorillized Corporation 

Gorillized Corporation (former Aqrate-Software) is a new wave technology company that escaped the 

past and senses the future. The company is inspired by rethinking daily routines in a way that brings 

back their meaning. Its first app, Outline, is made for idea lovers and life improvers. 

Links: 

Outline+ home page: www.outline.ws 

Outline+ on AppStore: http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/outline+/id538029496?mt=8 

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/outlineapp 

http://www.outline.ws/
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/outline+/id538029496?mt=8
https://www.facebook.com/outlineapp
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/OutlineApp 

Outline+ on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apXEOw7xl6U 
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